Abstract
Introduction

46
There has been much debate as to whether the evolutionary history of life is mostly 47 contingent or more or less deterministic [1] [2] [3] [4] . A metaphor of "replaying life's tape" [1] 48 was used to emphasize the preeminent role of contingency in the evolutionary process 49 [1]. In this view, the outcome of evolution could be dramatically different from the 50 actually observed course of events, because evolution is essentially a stochastic 51 phenomenon whereby trajectories that start infinitely close to each other soon diverge
52
(because divergence is exponential). Experimental study of bacteria has suggested that 53 small coincidences of history might lead populations along different evolutionary paths
54
[5]. On the other hand, it was claimed that natural selection constrains organisms to a 55 relatively few highly adaptive options [3] . In this view, the evolutionary routes are many, 56 but the destinations are limited. In the present study, we examine relative contributions 57 of determinism and stochasticity in evolution. This has not been addressed directly, and 58 the quantification of the predictability of evolution remains elusive.
59
The concept of a fitness landscape [6] has been used to address this issue. This 60 concept has influenced many research fields on evolution and much effort has been spent 61 to understand the characteristics of empirical landscapes. [7] [8] [9] . The base concept of a 62 fitness landscape assumes that there is a functional relationship between the genome of 63 an organism and its growth rate and fitness [10] . The model of the fitness landscape 64 describes how some phenotypes are more likely to evolve than others, and how 65 developmental mechanisms could limit the evolutional change [11] . In this situation, 66 multiple evolutionary trajectories are accessible, but evolution might be strongly 67 constrained to a particular adaptive peak [12] .
68
However, in many real-world scenarios, fitness evaluations are not trivial [13] 4 69 and experimental evolution involving sexual reproduction and multicellular organisms 70 with long life timescale is difficult [14] , so that sometimes it is difficult to apply the fitness 71 landscape into real biological systems. Also, phenotypic changes are often largely 72 affected by phenotypic plasticity. The shape of the adaptive landscape might largely be 73 affected by phenotypic plasticity, while such effects of plasticity have not been considered 74 in the studies of repeatability of phenotypic evolution. In the present study, we simulate 75 parallel evolution experiments that focus on the predictability of evolution while also 76 considering the effects of plasticity.
77
To address this subject, a community of dendritic organisms (e.g., tree, coral, parameters (e.g., Honda 1971) . Using these models, the optimal branching rule to 100 minimize the overlapping of leaf clusters was obtained [24, 25] . For convenience, the 101 organism in the model was called a "tree" and its single component was called a "branch".
102
In the present tree model, we tentatively call the clusters of trees a "forest".
103
In this model, the branch development process was deterministic. The variety of The tree morphology is determined by 11 parameters (Table 1) . These parameters are all 118 used by Honda[19] and Yoshizawa [30] and the basic correlation between the tree shape 119 and parameters are already shown so that that will not be exactly analyzed in this paper.
120
The exact description of the branching geometry is as follows. A parent branch diverges (offspring). The total number of individuals is assumed to be constant.
160
We assume that the trees are all clones, and the 11 variables determining tree 161 morphology are the same between offspring and its mother, except in cases of mutation, 162 which occurs with a defined probability. A change of the value of each variable by We evaluated the tree phenotypes using two parameters, the aspect ratio of the branches 
Results
195
We examined the aspect ratio and number of the branches of the all trees generated after 196 2500 generations (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ). The number of types with different values for the aspect 197 ratio of the branches and number of branches was larger with the higher mutation rate, (Fig. 4) . In contrast, 207 the variance of the 11 characters showed a hump-shaped or monotonical increase with 208 increasing mutation rate (Fig. 5) . The differences among these patterns of variance reflect 209 the differences in the variances of phenotypic plasticity. Thus, the variance of phenotypic 210 plasticity became rather high at low mutation rates (5× 10 -5 -5 × 10 -6 ). The shape of the 211 tree was the most complex at the 5 × 10 -5 mutation rate, and became rather simple at the 212 high mutation rate. 
236
The color bar of the figures are limit at 10 individuals. The horizontal axis represents the mutation rate. The left vertical axis represents the 249 aspect ratio dispersion, and the right vertical axis represents the branch number dispersion.
250
Both lines are a downward convex. The parameter meanings are shown in Table 1 . The horizontal axis represents the 254 mutation rate. The vertical axis represents the variance of each parameter. and sparse individuals. These characteristics are the least susceptible to plastic change.
274
The number of branches is higher at the mutation rate of 5 × 10 -2 than at lower mutation 275 rate. Quite small and many branches were developed in several trees under the condition 276 of this mutation rate, so that aspect ratio has not much changed relative to the lower landscape. Thus, such plasticity is likely to promote the evolution of divergent phenotypes.
302
Also, plasticity increases contingency, resulting in less repeatability of the evolutionary 303 outcome among the different simulations.
304
When the mutation rate is very low (i.e., 5 × 10 -6 ), the repeatability of the 305 phenotypic distribution remains low. This low level of repeatability and high level of In the present simulation, we could not separate the phenotypic variance into 312 genetic variance and environmental variance. We estimated the effect of the plasticity on However, the present findings still suggest that phenotypic plasticity cannot be ignored 322 as a factor to enhance the diversity of phenotypes through the increase of contingency.
323
Plasticity potentially plays a major role in producing phenotypic diversity with relatively 324 low mutation rates. 
